StoryMe App Assignment:
You will create a comic strip using an app about 1 scientist/philosopher of the Scientific Revolution/Enlightenment (AK.A. - Age of Reason). Your purpose is to illustrate their contribution to the “development of science” or “new way of thinking” during this time period.

STEPS:
1. After being assigned a particular scientist or philosopher, find out what/how that person contributed to the development of science or new way of thinking. This NEEDS to be present in your comic strip.
2. Next find the "Storyme" app on the iPad 2.
3. Choose a layout of at least four boxes.
4. Add at least one caption and voice bubble per panel.
5. When finished, save to camera roll.
7. Find the saved StoryMe App pic. Email it to me (find the box with arrow); put your class period, underscore, group's scientist's/philosopher’s name, underscore, along with your last name in the subject line, and send to adam.springer@oldham.kyschools.us. An example of what should be in the subject line of the email: “1_NeWton_Springer”. Doing this correctly in the subject line is part of your grade!

List of Peeps
1. N. Copernicus
2. J. Rousseau
3. G. Galileo
4. Montesquieu
5. J. Kepler
6. A. Smith
7. W. Harvey
8. Goethe
9. R. Descartes
10. Diderot
11. C. Linnaeus
12. I. Kant
13. I. Newton
14. Voltaire
15. Galen
16. Ptolemy
17. F. Bacon
18. Robert Boyle
19. A. Lavoisier
20. Andreas Vesalius
21. Cavendish
22. M. Winkelmann
23. G. Bruno
24. F. Bacon
25. Marcello Malpighi
26. T. Hobbes
27. J. Locke
28. M. Wollstonecraft
29. T. Brahe
30. A. Leeuwenhoek
31. E. Jenner